“ATA Events”

“Wednesday Marathon Night”

June 5-12-19-26—July 10-17-24-31
Aug. 7-14-21-28—Sept. 4-11-18-25

Marathon Events

$20.00

Per Hundred Targets

-PLUS-

ATA Daily Fee---$3.00 and MTA Daily Fee---$3.00

(*Plus 6.875% MN. Sales Tax)

5:30 pm Starting Time

-This certifies that the Buffalo Gun Club has been authorized to hold a Registered Event. ATA rules will govern these events and the scores will be included in the official ATA records.

Buffalo Gun Club
ATA 2007 Club of the Year

Highway 55 East, Buffalo MN. 55313
Club (763) 682-2308 - Wally (612) 483-6388

GPS: -93.85191°, 45.15858° or W93° 51.115’, N45° 9.515’